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Audience

Mission Voice

The primary target audience for the app is parents with children 3 to 5 years old. This 
product is targeted to Millenial and Gen Z women, with an extra effort to catch the 
attention of young children. Race or ethnicity is not a specified demographic since the 
creation of bug characters removes the identity barrier and encourages acceptance.

Children are learning to use technology before they can even walk or talk. This can be 
a challenge for short attention spans and busy parents. Screen time and reading time 
has increased for children from birth to age 8 over the last decade. Technology in the 
home has also increased, especially since the COVID pandemic. The percentage of 
homes with mobile devices has greatly increased in the last decade, creating more 
opportunities for app and content development, especially for children. 

Tablets are a popular device for children based on their ease of use and variety of 
content. On average, children from birth to age 8 use about two and a half hours (2:24) 
of screen media a day. Daily use ranges from 49 minutes among those younger than 
2, to two and a half hours (2:30) among 2- to 4-year-olds, and more than three hours 
(3:05) among 5- to 8-year-olds. Parents of 0- to 8-year-olds have overwhelmingly 
positive views of the screen media their children use. 

(Source: 2020 report “Common Sense Census: Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight”)

Society pressures kids to stand out, 
excel, and be the best at something. 
But we can’t all be the fastest or the 
smartest or the most creative. This 
original story embraces Freddy’s 
insecurities, and with the help of 
his friends, he learns that what truly 
makes him special comes from the 
heart, and can’t always be seen or 
measured.

The voice and tone of all Freddy the 
Thingbug communications should be 
approachable, easily understood, friendly, 
and encouraging. The story should 
entertain children while building positivity 
and communication skills. In all other 
materials and communications, the voice 
should target adults and remain friendly 
and uncomplicated, without sounding 
childish or unintelligent. 

A Thingbug is a generic little green bug with big eyes that doesn’t appear to stand out 
in any way. But Freddy wants to be more than just a thingbug, so he goes on a quest to 
find out what makes him special.  

Editorial Style
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Full Color

Do’s + Don’ts

Icons

One Color

The primary logos are full color with two arrangement options for vertical and 
horizontal uses. The Freddy character art is a simplified version of the animated 
character with fewer colors and thicker outlines. The Freddy name wordmark is 
altered text using the FreddyTheFont custom font. The logo may be used as a 
one color wordmark without the Freddy character art, and may be solid black, or 
white with a black outline.

The icons are the Freddy character from the 
logo placed in fully-containing shapes with 
a simple background that incorporates two 
additional primary colors of the style gide.

All logos, wordmarks, and 
icons have a black and white 
option for situations where 
use of color is prohibitive.

A logo is the simplest visual representation of an entity. The Freddy logo system 
encompases full color logo arrangement variations, icons, wordmarks, as well as 
black and white alternatives.

Logos

Avoid placing graphics 
or text in the logos’ 
immediate vicinity. 

This helps maintain the 
logos’ integrity. 

Do not stretch or alter 
the proportions or 

dimensions of the logo, 
wordmark, or icon.

Do not alter or remove 
any components that 

make up the logo.

Do not change logo 
colors, even if they 

are part of the color 
system.

Do not use a full color 
primary logo when the 
text becomes illegible. 
Instead, use one of the 

available icons.

Make sure there is 
enough contrast 

between the logo and 
background so it is 

legible and accessible.
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HEX: 669900
RGB: 102, 153, 0

CMYK: 66, 20, 100, 4

HEX: FFFF33 HEX: CCCC33 HEX: 999900 HEX: 336600

HEX: 99CC33
RGB: 153, 204, 51

CMYK: 45, 0, 100, 0

HEX: 99CCFF
RGB: 153, 204, 255
CMYK: 35, 10, 0, 0

HEX: FFCCFF HEX: 9933CC HEX: 660099 HEX: 003366

Grass Green

Sun Yellow Glow Yellow Buzz Gold Tree Green

Freddy Green Sky Blue

Flutter Pink Legs Purple Dark Purple Night Blue

Primary

Secondary

The primary colors represent Freddy at the highest level and should be used in all 
communications. The colors of the primary and secondary palettes have been given 
names that reflect their inspiration. They are bright and energetic, so make sure to 
balance the intensity with white space and black outlines.

The vibrant secondary palette brings intensity and youthfulness to the visual brand. 
Use these colors sparingly. Each color represents a story element and is meant to be a 
highlight or accent for the object, but not more than 50% of the total.

Colors

Secondary colors 
should not be used 

for brand imagery or 
marketing purposes 
outside of character 

representation. An 
exception may be made 

for cases where more 
than three colors are 

required to differentiate 
inormation.
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Characters

Elements

Background Features

Freddy is the main character of the story and will be on every page with various 
animated actions. Four other characters will join the story as it progresses and will 
also have varioius views and animations. The base art files will serve as a guide to 
model additional actions as needed.

Throughout the story, there will 
be many interactive elements 
to keep children engaged and 
set the scene. Specific story 
elements will be added as 
needed for character interaction.

The story takes place from day, 
to evening, to night, and back to 
morning. The elements of the 
background will mostly make use 
of the same art files with different 
colors and arrangements.

Imagery

Do not alter artwork. 
Elements are meant 

to be arranged on 
the page with various 

animations, but should 
should stay visually 

consistent throughout 
the brand.
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Headline Sample Text

Freddy the Font

Roboto

Headline Sample Text
Headline Sample Text

Headline Sample Text

Size 24

Size 18

Size 14

Size 10

Head  (bold, 18)

Subhead  (regular, 14)

Body copy  (light, 10)

Body Line Height  (14)

What Makes Freddy Special
What Makes Freddy Special

Freddy is special because ... publice revideo, 
caesse nitem tuusque desena, civentius, ne in 
vit. Sidium publiae ssenirit numus diumus, ure, 
quemod consus fur, niu quitabem erfentraet.

Primary: 

Secondary:

The primary font is FreddyTheFont.otf, which is a custom font built entirely in 
Illustrator.  It is best used for headlines and small blocks of text. It should visually 
appeal to children, and make it easy to read and interact with the app.

Roboto is a free Google font that pairs nicely with FreddyTheFont and the default 
iOS font (SF Display). It performs well at small sizes and in longer-form text. The 
three weight options are light, regular, and bold, which are very flexible for different 
types of communications.

When it is used thoughtfully, typography becomes a powerful brand tool that can 
add visual meaning to Communications.  The primary and secondary fonts for 
Freddy the Thingbug communicate clearly and cleanly, and is flexible for a wide 
range of situations.

Typography

Line spacing is critical 
to setting professional-

looking type that is easy 
to read. Leading should 
be set tight but not too 
tight. With Roboto, text 

generally looks best 
with leading set slightly 
looser than the default.  

FreddyTheFont can 
be adjusted for visual 

balance when used 
as design elements. 

Correct letter spacing 
also makes the type 

easy to read. Outside of 
headlines, text should 

always be tracked 
slightly tighter than the 

default setting, and 
optical kerning should be 
used when it is available.
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.font(Font.custom(“FreddyTheFont”, size: 50))
            .multilineTextAlignment(.center)
            .foregroundColor(.black)
            .background(Color.white)
            .cornerRadius(15)
            .overlay (
                RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 10)
                    .stroke(Color.black, lineWidth:2)

Button(action: {
          playSound(sound: “page1”, type: “wav”)
                        }) {
          TextButtonView(story: “Freddy the Thingbug\
nwas an ordinary guy.\nHe couldn’t sing or 
dance.\nHe couldn’t flutter or fly.”)
      }

 LottieView(fileName: “F_jump”)
          .frame(width: UIScreen.main.bounds.width * 0.4, 
 height: UIScreen.main.bounds.height * 0.4)

on click on click on load

static static static

Button Style

Animated Elements

Story Box

Component Library

All buttons follow the 
same ButtonStyle, but 
allow for different text 

and frame sizes.

The story boxes adjust 
to the text string 

variable and play unique 
audio file on click.

The animated elements 
are json files that either 

loop as background 
features, or trigger the 

animation when they 
are tapped.
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  // blue container
            RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 40)
                .foregroundColor(Color(“NightBlue”))
                .overlay (
                    RoundedRectangle(cornerRadius: 40)
                        .stroke(Color.black, lineWidth:5))
                .frame(width: UIScreen.main.bounds.width * 0.7, height: UIScreen.main.bounds.height * 0.7)

//animation
 VStack { 
                    LottieView(fileName: “swipe_right”)
                        .frame(width: UIScreen.main.bounds.width * 0.5, height: UIScreen.main.bounds.height * 0.2)
                    Spacer()
                    Text(“Swipe right to go back a page” )
                        .font(Font.custom(“FreddyTheFont”, size: 35))
                        .padding(25 )
                        .foregroundColor(.white)
                        .multilineTextAlignment(.center)
                        .offset(y: -80)
                }
                .frame(width: UIScreen.main.bounds.width * 0.8, height: UIScreen.main.bounds.height * 0.4)

Tutorial

Pattern Library

The navigation tutorial section is accessible from the home page, and is the only app 
view that does not progress the story. 

It provides a visual representation of the three interactive options available in the app. 
Users can swipe right, swipe left, and tap on objects for sound and animation.

The user options are purposefully simple and large so that even if children can’t read 
the words, they will understand the motions.

The tutorial elements 
pair an animated hand 

action with simple 
explanation for app 

navigation.
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Illustrator

AfterEffects

Lottie Files

XCode

Audition

I started with adobe illustrator for character and background design, including the 
creation of the custom “Freddy” font.

Then I imported the many pieces of my design system into AfterEffects for animation.

Lottie uses a plugin to export animations in after effects as Json files, and then a 
package for Xcode imports and reads the files as keyframes.

And pulled it all together, through a lot of trial and error, in Xcode.

I used Audition to edit the voice over segments and sound effects.

Tool Stack


